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Abstract

We have developed a three-dimensional (3D) spectral hydrodynamic code to study vortex dynamics in rotating, shear-
ing, stratified systems (e.g., the atmosphere of gas giant planets, protoplanetary disks around newly forming protostars).
The time-independent background state is stably stratified in the vertical direction and has a unidirectional linear shear
flow aligned with one horizontal axis. Superposed on this background state is an unsteady, subsonic flow that is evolved
with the Euler equations subject to the anelastic approximation to filter acoustic phenomena. A Fourier–Fourier basis in a
set of quasi-Lagrangian coordinates that advect with the background shear is used for spectral expansions in the two hori-
zontal directions. For the vertical direction, two different sets of basis functions have been implemented: (1) Chebyshev
polynomials on a truncated, finite domain, and (2) rational Chebyshev functions on an infinite domain. Use of this latter
set is equivalent to transforming the infinite domain to a finite one with a cotangent mapping, and using cosine and sine
expansions in the mapped coordinate. The nonlinear advection terms are time-integrated explicitly, the pressure/enthalpy
terms are integrated semi-implicitly, and the Coriolis force and buoyancy terms are treated semi-analytically. We show that
internal gravity waves can be damped by adding new terms to the Euler equations. The code exhibits excellent parallel
performance with the message passing interface (MPI). As a demonstration of the code, we simulate the merger of two
3D vortices in the midplane of a protoplanetary disk.
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1. Introduction

Three of Jupiter’s notable features are: rapid rotation (spin period of just under 10 h); an atmosphere striped
with a large number of alternating zones and belts corresponding to strongly shearing east–west winds (hun-
dreds of m/s); and many long-lived, coherent vortices, the most prominent being the great red spot (GRS).
Of course, these three characteristics – rotation, shear, and vortices – are all dynamically linked, so much so
that it is often claimed that the presence of the first two implies the likely existence of the third [31,32]. Proto-
planetary disks (the disks of gas and dust in orbit around newly-forming protostars) also have rapid rotation
and intense shear, which has inspired proposals that such disks should also be populated with long-lived, coher-
ent storms [1,5–8]. These vortices may play two critical roles in star and planet formation: (1) In cool, non-
magnetized disks, vortices may transport angular momentum radially outward so that mass can continue to
accrete onto the growing protostar, and (2) vortices are very efficient at capturing and concentrating dust
particles, which may help in the formation of planetesimals, the basic ‘‘building blocks’’ of planets.

Motivated by these geophysical and astrophysical problems, we have developed a three-dimensional (3D)
spectral hydrodynamic code that employs specially tailored algorithms to handle the computational challenges
due to rapid rotation, intense shear, and strong stratification. In subsonic flow, short-wavelength acoustic
waves have periods that are much shorter than the characteristic timescale of the large-scale advective
motions. In numerical simulations, the timestep for an explicit algorithm must be short enough to temporally
resolve these fast waves (i.e., the Courant–Friedrich–Lewy, or CFL, condition), which may be inefficient for
calculating the evolution of the slower, large-scale flow for long integration times. One strategy is to filter
sound waves from the fluid equations (‘‘sound-proofing’’) so that the timestep will be limited by the longer
advective timescale. The anelastic approximation does this by replacing the full continuity equation with
the kinematic constraint that the mass flux be divergence-free. This approximation still allows for the effects
of density stratification (e.g., buoyancy in the vertical momentum equation, pressure–volume work in the
energy/entropy equation) and has been employed extensively in the study of deep, subsonic convection in
planetary atmospheres [4,24,37] and stars [20,34]. In [8], we re-derived the anelastic approximation in the con-
text of protoplanetary disks. Stratified media support the propagation of internal gravity waves. As these
waves travel from high density to low density regions, their amplitudes can grow to large values (so as to con-
serve energy flux). If the density contrast is large, velocity and thermodynamic fluctuations can become suf-
ficiently large so as to invalidate the anelastic approximation and/or violate the CFL condition. We have
developed a technique based on ‘‘negative feedback’’ to damp these waves when they propagate into low-
density gas which has very little inertia.

We compute the evolution of the anelastic equations with a spectral method. The basic philosophy of spec-
tral methods is to approximate any function of interest with a finite sum of basis functions multiplied by spec-
tral coefficients [11,13,23,30]. A partial differential equation (PDE) in space and time is reduced to a coupled
set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) for the time evolution of the spectral coefficients. The chief advan-
tage of spectral methods over finite-difference methods is accuracy per degrees of freedom (e.g., number of
spectral modes or number of grid points). In one dimension, the global error (e.g., L2 norm) for a finite-dif-
ference method with N grid points scales as (1/N)p, where p is the (fixed) order of the method, whereas for a
spectral method with N spectral modes, the error scales as (1/N)N. Thus, to get the same level of accuracy,
spectral methods generally require far fewer degrees of freedom. This advantage is even more pronounced
in 3D problems requiring high resolution.

Because of the linear background shear, the fluid equations depend explicitly on the cross-stream coordi-
nate (i.e., non-autonomous), making it problematic to apply periodic boundary conditions in this direction.
The equations can be made autonomous in the horizontal directions by transforming to a set of Lagrangian
shearing coordinates [22,33,39]. Features in the flow that are advected by the shear appear quasi-stationary in
the shearing coordinates, allowing for larger timesteps to be taken in the numerical integration. Because the
background state generally depends on the vertical coordinate, we do not impose periodicity in the vertical
direction. We have implemented the code with two different sets of vertical basis functions: (1) Chebyshev
polynomials on a truncated, finite domain, and (2) rational Chebyshev functions on an infinite domain.
Use of this latter set is equivalent to transforming the infinite domain to a finite one with a cotangent mapping,
and using cosine and sine expansions in the mapped coordinate [11,12].
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The code is pseudospectral. That is, nonlinear terms are not computed via convolution, which is computa-
tionally slow; rather, they are computed on a grid of collocation points, and then transformed to wavenumber
space with fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Different horizontal Fourier modes interact only through these
nonlinear terms and are otherwise independent. This motivated us to divide the domain into blocks along
the two horizontal directions, but not along the vertical direction. That is, on a parallel machine, each proces-
sor works with only a subset of the horizontal Fourier wavenumbers, but with all of the vertical data corre-
sponding to those horizontal wavenumbers. The reason we do not split the vertical direction across different
processors is that the Poisson-like equation for the pressure/enthalpy couples all of the vertical Chebyshev
modes, especially if the stratification is a complicated function of height. Because this direction is not split,
inverting the Poisson-like equation involves no cross-processor communication. The only time in the simula-
tion that different processors communicate with one another is in the computation of the FFTs needed for
the nonlinear terms. In general, spectral methods require more cross-processor communication than finite-
difference methods, but this is roughly balanced by the fact that less degrees of freedom are needed to achieve
the same level of accuracy. The results of our timing tests indicate that we get excellent parallel performance
with the message passing interface (MPI) on the IBM Blue Horizon (now decommissioned) and Datastar
supercomputers at the San Diego Supercomputer Center.

In some applications (e.g., protoplanetary disks), magnetic fields may play an important role in the devel-
opment of turbulence via the magnetorotational instability [2,3,14,44]. However, it is still not yet clear whether
protoplanetary disks are sufficiently ionized to couple the gas to the magnetic fields [9], except perhaps in thin
surface layers that are ionized by protostellar X-rays and cosmic rays [19]. For now, in this work, we will
neglect the effects of magnetic fields. However, they will be added to a future version of the code, and we will
explore their effects on the dynamics.

We note that there are currently several publicly-available, finite-difference codes that solve the equa-
tions of compressible magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), including ZEUS [41–43] and ATHENA [40], the lat-
ter of which uses a higher-order Godunov method. The motivation for developing a new code based on
spectral methods is to take advantage of the higher accuracy and resolution so that one can more effec-
tively study structures on the smallest scales that would otherwise be smeared out by numerical or grid
viscosity. Comparisons with these finite-difference MHD codes will be made in future work. One of the
most widely used codes for computing flows in the atmospheres of giant planets is the explicit planetary
isentropic-coordinate (EPIC) atmospheric model code [17]. This is also a finite-difference code, but one that
employs isentropic coordinates, and therefore is unable to compute overturning and vertical mixing that
might make the vertical entropy profile non-monotonic. Another popular algorithm for atmospheric flows
is the contour-advective semi-Lagrangian (CASL) method [16,18,28,35], in which the boundaries of piece-
wise regions of constant potential vorticity (which is advectively conserved in the quasi-geostrophic limit)
are tracked. This method, however, would not be appropriate to compute the flow in a protoplanetary disk
because the gas is unstratified in the midplane, making it difficult to identify a useful form of the potential
vorticity.

In this paper, we focus on the development of the algorithms to solve the anelastic equations in rotating and
shearing systems. In Section 2, we will review the anelastic equations with shear. In Section 3, we will describe
the spectral method in detail. In Section 4, we will present tests of accuracy and performance, and preview
potential applications. Finally, in Section 5, we will outline future work on these applications, as well as pro-
pose further improvements to these simulations (including the addition of magnetic fields). In future works, we
will apply the code to the flow in protoplanetary disks [7] and planetary atmospheres, and make detailed com-
parisons with the previous results of other codes.

2. Anelastic equations with shear

For clarity, we define up-front the following flow variables (vectors are represented with bold type):
velocity v, vorticity x ” $ · v, pressure p, density q, temperature T, entropy s, and potential temperature
h. For an ideal gas: p ¼ qRT and s ¼ Cv lnðpq�cÞ þ s0 ¼ Cp ln hþ s00, where Cv is the specific heat at con-
stant volume, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, R � Cp � Cv is the gas constant, c ” Cp/Cv is
the ratio of specific heats, and s0, s00 are integration constants. We work in a Cartesian coordinate system
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(x,y,z) with corresponding unit vectors ðx̂; ŷ; ẑÞ. The rotation axis is aligned with the +z axis: x ¼ Xẑ, and
the acceleration of gravity points in the negative z direction: agrav ¼ �gẑ.

Each flow variable is represented as the sum of a time-independent background component, denoted with
overbars, and a time-varying component, denoted with tildes (e.g., v ¼ �vþ ~v). The background velocity field is
a unidirectional shear flow that is parallel to the x-axis and varies only with the y coordinate (see Fig. 1):
Fig. 1.
rate X.
�v ¼ �ryx̂; ð1Þ

where r is the constant shear rate. The background vorticity corresponding to this shear flow is �x ¼ rẑ. The
shear is cyclonic if r and X have the same sign, and anticyclonic if they have opposite signs. The background
thermodynamic state, which we assume depends only on the vertical coordinate z, is in hydrostatic balance:
d�p
dz
¼ ��qg. ð2Þ
An important measure of the stratification is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, or the frequency of buoyancy-
driven oscillations in a convectively stable atmosphere:
x2
BðzÞ �

g
Cp

d�s
dz
� g

�h

d�h
dz

. ð3Þ
There are many different variations of the anelastic approximation [4,20,24,37]. The key assumption they all
share is that the flow is subsonic and the thermodynamic fluctuations are small relative to their background
values:
�2 � ~v
cs

� �2

� ~p
�p
� ~q

�q
�
eT
T
�

~h
�h
� 1; ð4Þ
where � is the Mach number and cs is the local sound speed. In a typical derivation, all variables are expressed
as asymptotic series expansions in powers of the Mach number �, the expansions are substituted into the gov-
erning fluid equations, and terms are grouped by like powers of �. In [8], we derived a version of the anelastic
approximation for a protoplanetary disk with a constant temperature background. Here, we present a more
general version proposed by Bannon [4], but modified to include a background shear:
0 ¼ 1

�q
$ � �q~v ¼ $ � ~vþ d ln �q

dz

� �
~vz; ð5aÞ
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� ry
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� �
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~h
�h

gẑ; ð5bÞ
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� �
~h ¼ �~v � $~h� d�h

dz
~vz; ð5cÞ

~h ¼ ~p=�qþ ~v2=2; ð5dÞ
~p=�p ¼ ~q=�qþ eT =T ; ð5eÞ
~h=�h ¼ ~p=ð�qgHqÞ � ~q=�q; ð5fÞ
Ω

y

z
x

Horizontal linear shear flow: �v ¼ �ryx̂. The system rotates counterclockwise around the +z-axis (which points out of the page) at a
The horizontal shear and vortex illustrated in this example are anticyclonic: r < 0. Gravity points in the�z direction (into the page).
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where we have defined a dynamic enthalpy ~h, and a density scale height Hq � jðd ln �q=dzÞ�1j. The error in the
anelastic approximation due to the neglected terms scales as Oð�2Þ. The careful reader may note that Eq. (5f) is
not the ‘‘correct’’ linearization of the potential temperature; the denominator in the pressure term should be
c�p. Bannon [4] shows that, in the absence of dissipation and heat sources/sinks, the anelastic equations do not
conserve energy unless one makes the replacement c�p ! �qgH q.

In the case where the background is constant temperature T ¼ T 0, we can eliminate the potential temper-
ature in favor of the gas temperature via [4,8]:
2 We
shearin
~h
�h
!
eT
T 0

; ð6aÞ

o

ot
� ry

o

ox

� �eT ¼ �~v � $eT � x2
B

g
T 0 þ eT� �

~vz. ð6bÞ
Again, we note that (6a) follows from (5f), not from a direct linearization of the potential temperature.
It is useful for diagnostic purposes to identify energy-like conserved quantities for the anelastic system (5a).

We define kinetic, shear, and thermal energies:
EK �
Z

V
�q~v2=2 dV ; ð7aÞ

ES �
Z

V
�q�vx~vx dV ; ð7bÞ

ET �
Z

V
Cp�qT ð~h=�hÞ dV ; ð7cÞ
where we integrate over the computational volume V: �Lx/2 6 x 6 Lx/2, �Ly/2 6 y 6 Ly/2, and

�Lz 6 z 6 Lz. For this exercise, we assume that all quantities with a tilde are periodic in x and y.2 We also
assume that if Lz is finite, then ~vz ¼ 0 at z = ±Lz, or if Lz!1, then ~vz ! 0. To obtain an equation for
the evolution of the kinetic energy, take the dot product of the momentum flux �q~v with the momentum equa-
tion (5b) and integrate over the domain V. Many of the resulting terms can be written as perfect divergences
which will integrate to zero with periodicity in x and y and the vertical boundary conditions. The terms that
survive the integration are source/sink terms for the kinetic energy. For the evolution of the shear energy, mul-
tiply the x-component of the momentum equation (5b) by �q�vx, and integrate over V. Here, the integration is
not so simple because y times a tilde quantity is not necessarily periodic in y; this will lead to surface terms that
do not cancel. For the evolution of the thermal energy, multiply the potential temperature equation (5c) by
Cp�qT=�h and integrate over V. The resulting energy evolution equations are:
dEK=dt ¼ þE1 þ E2; ð8aÞ
dES=dt ¼ �E1 þ E3; ð8bÞ
dET=dt ¼ �E2; ð8cÞ
dðEK þ ES þ ETÞ=dt ¼ þE3; ð8dÞ
where the energy source/sink terms are defined:
E1 �
Z

V
r�q~vx~vy dV ; ð9aÞ

E2 �
Z

V
�qð~h=�hÞg~vz dV ; ð9bÞ

E3 �
Z

y¼Ly=2

r�q~vx~vyLy dx dz. ð9cÞ
have not yet introduced the shearing coordinates, but if one did this exercise assuming that variables with tildes are periodic in the
g coordinates, one would get the exact same result.
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There are two source/sink terms for the kinetic energy: exchange with the background shear, and exchange
with the thermal energy. As expected, these same terms appear, with opposite signs, in the evolution equations
for the shear and thermal energies. We can define a ‘‘total’’ energy which is the sum of kinetic, shear, and ther-
mal energies. The evolution equation for the total energy has only one source/sink term, which is the surface
term from the shear energy evolution equation. This term represents the flow of energy into and out of the
edges of the domain in the cross-stream direction.
3. Spectral method

Let q(x,y,z, t) represent some arbitrary variable, which may be either a scalar or a component of a vector
field. We write:
qðx; y; z; tÞ �
XNx=2

‘¼�Nx
2 þ1

XNy=2

m¼�Ny
2 þ1

XNz

n¼0

q̂‘mnðtÞeikxxeiky y/nðzÞ; ð10Þ
where ‘, m, n are integers, and fq̂‘mnðtÞg are the set of spectral coefficients. The Fourier–Fourier basis in x and
y has wavenumbers: {kx ” ‘Dkx,ky ” mDky}, where Dkx ” 2p/Lx, Dky ” 2p/Ly, and where Lx and Ly are the
dimensions of the periodic box. The basis functions for the vertical direction, /n(z), will be defined in Section
3.2. If q is a real function (and if the /n(z) are real functions of z), then we have the reality condition:
q̂	‘mn ¼ q̂�‘;�m;n, where ( )* represents complex conjugation. We only need to keep track of half the spectral coef-
ficients, say, for ‘ P 0.

Our approach is a pseudospectral method. Products of two or more variables are not computed via convo-
lution, which is computationally expensive. Instead, we define a grid of collocation points: {x‘ ” ‘Dx,ym ”
mDy,zn}, where Dx ” Lx/Nx and Dy ” Ly/Ny. The collocation points are uniformly spaced in x and y, but
not in z (see Section 3.2). A variable can equally be represented by its set of spectral coefficients fq̂‘mng (‘‘wave-
number space’’ or ‘‘FFF-space’’) or by the values of the variable at the set of grid points {q(x‘,ym,zn)} (‘‘phys-
ical space’’ or ‘‘PPP-space’’). We go between these two representations with the use of fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs):
fq̂‘mng ()
FFT
fqðx‘; ym; znÞg. ð11Þ
To compute a product of two or more variables, we transform each variable to physical space, multiply the
variables at each collocation point, and then transform the product back to wavenumber space. The product
will be contaminated with aliasing errors, but these will be small if the variables are well-resolved (that is, the
spectral coefficients for high wavenumbers are sufficiently small). Finally, we mention that at times we will
work in ‘‘mixed’’ space in which the horizontal directions are in Fourier–Fourier space, but the vertical direc-
tion is untransformed: fq̂‘mðznÞg. We call this ‘‘FFP-space’’.

3.1. Shearing coordinates

The anelastic equations with shear (5a) are autonomous in time t and the streamwise direction x, but are
non-autonomous in the cross-stream direction y and the vertical direction z. It would be ideal if we could make
the equations autonomous in y before imposing periodicity. Fortunately, this can be done by transforming to
a set of quasi-Lagrangian coordinates that advect with the background shear [22,33,39]:
t0 � t; ð12aÞ
x0 � xþ ryt; ð12bÞ
y 0 � y; ð12cÞ
z0 � z. ð12dÞ
The Jacobian for this coordinate transformation is unity; the volume of a computational cell is preserved as it
is sheared. Partial derivatives in the two coordinate systems are related via the chain rule:
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o

ot
¼ o

ot0
þ ry 0

o

ox0
; ð13aÞ

o

ox
¼ o

ox0
; ð13bÞ

o

oy
¼ o

oy0
þ rt0

o

ox0
; ð13cÞ

o

oz
¼ o

oz0
; ð13dÞ

$ ¼ $0 þ ŷrt0
o

ox0
. ð13eÞ
The anelastic equations in the the shearing coordinates are:
0 ¼ $0 þ ŷrt0
o

ox0

� �
þ ẑ

d ln �q
dz

� �� �
� ~v; ð14aÞ

o~v

ot0
¼ r~vy x̂þ ~v� ð~xþ 2XẑÞ � $0 þ ŷrt0

o

ox0

� �
~hþ

~h
�h

gẑ; ð14bÞ

o~h
ot0
¼ �~v � $0 þ ŷrt0

o

ox0

� �
~h� d�h

dz
~vz; ð14cÞ
where the vorticity is now: ~x � ð$0 þ ŷrt0o=ox0Þ � ~v. The equations are autonomous in both x 0 and y 0, at the
expense that the equations explicitly depend on time t 0.

Variables are represented by Fourier–Fourier expansions in the shearing coordinates, not in the original
coordinates. From the point of view of the original coordinates, the computational grid is sheared with
the background flow (see Fig. 2). If left unchecked, the computational grid will become greatly distorted
in time: lines of constant x 0 will approach being parallel with lines of constant y 0. Periodically, it will be
necessary to re-map the shearing coordinate system back onto a rectangular Cartesian grid [39]. This should
not be done at any arbitrary time. In general, variables will not be periodic with respect to the original
Lx

Ly

x'=0 at t=0 x'=0 at t=Lx/|σ|Ly

Lagrangian shearing coordinates that advect with the shear. In this example, r < 0. Center box is computational domain of size
). Eight periodic images are also shown. The dashed vertical lines correspond to lines of constant x 0 at time t = 0. At time
” Lx/|r|Ly, the periodic images, which are carried with the shearing coordinates, have realigned – this is the optimal time to re-map
ared coordinates back onto a Cartesian grid.
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coordinates except at those special times when the periodic images line up again vertically. We define this to
be the re-map time:
Fig. 3.
mappi
the do
trm �
Lx

jrjLy
. ð15Þ
In physical space, the coordinates of a computational cell after re-mapping (xrm,yrm) can be found by invert-
ing (12a) and evaluating at the re-map time:
xrm ¼ x0 � ry 0trm ¼ x0 
 Lx

Ly
y0; ð16aÞ

yrm ¼ y0; ð16bÞ
where the upper sign corresponds to r > 0 and the lower sign corresponds to r < 0. Using the well-known
Fourier shift theorem, the re-map process can also be done in FPP-space (x direction is in Fourier space,
but the y and z directions in physical space):
q̂rm
‘ ðy; z; trmÞ ¼ q̂‘ðy0; z0; trmÞ expðikxrytrmÞ ¼ q̂‘ðy0; z0; trmÞ expð�2pi‘y=LyÞ; ð17Þ
where the top sign corresponds to r > 0, and the bottom sign corresponds to r < 0.
We re-map the three components of velocity and the potential temperature, but not the dynamic enthalpy.

In an anelastic code, the enthalpy is not a dynamic variable; rather, it adjusts instantaneously to maintain the
divergence-free condition on the momentum. The enthalpy should be recomputed from the Poisson-like equa-
tion after the momentum and potential temperature have been re-mapped (see Section 3.3).

3.2. Vertical basis functions

In general, the background state may depend explicitly on the vertical coordinate z. Rather than imposing
artificial periodicity in the vertical direction, we employ two different domain mapping methods [11,13]. The
first mapping that we use is a cosine mapping:
z ¼ Lz cos n; 0 6 n 6 p; ð18Þ

which truncates the vertical domain to be within |z| 6 Lz. When we couple this mapping with a cosine series
expansion, the resulting basis functions are the Chebyshev polynomials:
T n
z
Lz

� �
� cosðnnÞ � cos n cos�1 z

Lz

� �
. ð19Þ
That is, use of a cosine basis in the mapped coordinate n is completely equivalent to using a Chebyshev basis in
the original coordinate z. One disadvantage of this approach is that the collocation points (which are uni-
formly spaced in the mapped coordinate n) are clustered near the boundaries z = ±Lz (see Fig. 3). This can
be ameliorated via another transformation that makes the spacing more even [26]. Another disadvantage is
the need to impose what may be unphysical boundary conditions at the boundaries z = ±Lz. Although there
are ways of formulating non-reflecting boundary conditions for simple problems [21], the horizontal shear,
Lz

ξ

z = Lzcot(ξ)

z = Lzcos(ξ)0

Cosine mapping versus cotangent mapping. The coordinate n is uniformly spaced around the semi-circle from 0 to p. The cosine
ng clusters collocation points near the boundaries, whereas the cotangent mapping concentrates collocation points around center of
main.
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vertical stratification, and nonlinearities associated with advective terms make this problematic. In Section
3.3.2, we describe a method to damp gravity waves near the artificial boundaries.

The problems associated with the clustering of grid points at the artificial boundaries as well the imposition
of artificial boundary conditions can be solved with a mapping that puts the boundaries off to infinity. To do
this, we use a cotangent mapping [11,12]:
z ¼ Lz cot n; 0 6 n 6 p; ð20Þ

which allows us to treat the entire infinite domain �1 < z <1. With this mapping, half of the collocation
points are within |z| 6 Lz, and they are more clustered around z = 0 (see Fig. 3). The other half of the collo-
cation points are widely spaced beyond |z| > Lz. We couple this mapping with both cosine and sine series:
Cn
z
Lz

� �
� cosðnnÞ � cos n cot�1 z

Lz

� �
; ð21aÞ

Sn
z
Lz

� �
� sinðnnÞ � sin ncot�1 z

Lz

� �
. ð21bÞ
Boyd [11] calls these functions ‘‘rational Chebyshev functions’’ (although only the functions for even n are
rational, whereas the ones for odd n are irrational functions).

Why do we couple the cotangent mapping with both cosine and sine expansions, whereas with the cosine
mapping, we use only cosine expansions? The derivative of the nth Chebyshev polynomial is (with Lz = 1):
dT nðzÞ
dz

¼ n sinðnnÞ
sinðnÞ ¼ 2n

Xn�1

j¼0
jþn odd

aj cosðjnÞ ¼ 2n
Xn�1

j¼0
jþn odd

ajT jðzÞ; ð22Þ
where a0 = 1/2 and aj = 1 for j > 0. That is, the derivative of a Chebyshev polynomial is just a finite series of
lower degree Chebyshev polynomials of opposite parity.

On the other hand, the derivatives of the rational Chebyshev functions are (with Lz = 1):
dCnðzÞ
dz

¼ n sinðnnÞ sin2ðnÞ ¼ nf� sin½ðn� 2Þn� þ 2 sinðnnÞ � sin½ðnþ 2Þn�g

¼ n½�Sn�2ðzÞ þ 2SnðzÞ � Snþ2ðzÞ�; ð23aÞ
dSnðzÞ

dz
¼ �n cosðnnÞ sin2ðnÞ ¼ �nf� cos½ðn� 2Þn� þ 2 cosðnnÞ � cos½ðnþ 2Þn�g

¼ �n½�Cn�2ðzÞ þ 2CnðzÞ � Cnþ2ðzÞ�. ð23bÞ
The derivative of a rational Chebyshev function of the cosine kind is a three-term sum of rational Chebyshev
functions of the sine kind, and vice versa. In principle, one could represent the derivative of Cn(z) with a
convergent infinite series of Cn(z), obviating the need for Sn(z). However, we prefer to work with recursion
relations with finite numbers of terms, such as (23). Other recursion relations for the rational Chebyshev func-
tions can be found in Appendix C.

Boyd [11] has an extensive discussion on the asymptotic behavior of the rational Chebyshev functions. We
want to point out that the choice of cosine or sine kind in representing a given function is not determined by
the parity of the function (i.e., whether it is an even or odd function), but on the asymptotic behavior of
the function at infinity. The rational Chebyshev functions of the cosine kind approach their asymptotic val-
ues in even powers of 1/y, whereas those of the sine kind approach their asymptotic values in odd powers of
1/y.

The product of two variables represented by the same kind of rational Chebyshev functions results in a
series of the cosine kind, whereas the product of two variables represented by different kinds of rational
Chebyshev functions results in a series of the sine kind. Multiplying a variable by a function that is odd with
respect to z causes its series expansion to switch kinds. Every term in a given equation should be represented
by the same kind of expansion. Thus, when we use the rational Chebyshev functions for the vertical basis func-
tions, ~vx, ~vy , ~xz, ~h, and ~h are represented with rational Chebyshev functions of the cosine kind, whereas ~vz, ~xx,
and ~xy are represented with rational Chebyshev functions of the sine kind.
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3.3. Time integration algorithms

In this section, we describe algorithms for integrating the anelastic equations forward in time. Let the hat
symbol (e.g., q̂) denote a variable whose horizontal directions are in Fourier space (for clarity, we drop the
subscripts ‘,m previously introduced). One may think of q̂ as a either a column vector of the values of the
variable at the different vertical positions (i.e., FFP-space), or a column vector of vertical spectral coefficients
(i.e., FFF-space); which of these is intended will be clear from the context.

The equations are integrated in time via the method of ‘‘fractional steps’’. The velocity is integrated in four
steps: an advection step, a hyperviscosity step, an explicit pressure step, and an implicit pressure step. The
potential temperature is integrated in two steps: an advection step and a hyperdiffusion step. We use a super-
script N to denote a variable at the Nth timestep (e.g., tN ” NDt, v̂N � v̂ðt ¼ tN Þ). A fraction in the superscript
denotes a variable at an intermediate stage of the integration, not after some fraction of a timestep (e.g., v̂Nþ1=4

is the velocity after the first of four intermediate steps). We have not employed any adaptive timestep algo-
rithms; the timestep is a constant in all our simulations.

We have implemented two versions of the advection step, both based on an explicit second-order Adams–
Bashforth method. In one method, the nonlinear advection terms are treated explicitly and the linear terms
(Coriolis and buoyancy) are treated semi-analytically. In the other method, the advection, Coriolis, and buoy-
ancy terms are all treated explicitly, but with additional terms that damp internal gravity waves in low-density
regions. For the pressure step, we use the semi-implicit second-order Crank–Nicholson method. We have con-
firmed that there are no low order splitting errors, so that the algorithms are globally second-order accurate in
time.
3.3.1. Step 1: Advection — semi-analytic treatment of Coriolis and buoyancy forces

The Coriolis force couples the horizontal components of the velocity, resulting in inertial oscillations with
the Coriolis frequency (modified by linear shear): xC �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Xð2Xþ rÞ

p
. Similarly, buoyancy and pressure–

volume work couple the vertical velocity and the potential temperature, resulting in buoyant oscillations
(e.g., internal gravity waves) with the Brunt–Väisälä frequency xB [27,38]. Both inertial and buoyant oscilla-
tions can be described by the simple set of coupled ordinary differential equations:
_u1 ¼ þa1u2 þ f1; ð24aÞ
_u2 ¼ �a2u1 þ f2; ð24bÞ
where a dot denotes time differentiation, a1 > 0, a2 > 0, and f1, f2 are forcing constants. The exact solution for
arbitrary time t is:
u1ðtÞ ¼ u1ð0Þ cosðxtÞ þ u2ð0Þ
a1

x

� �
sinðxtÞ þ f1t

sinðxtÞ
xt

� �
þ f2

a1t2

2

� �
2ð1� cosðxtÞÞ
ðxtÞ2

" #
; ð25aÞ

u2ðtÞ ¼ u2ð0Þ cosðxtÞ � u1ð0Þ
a2

x

� �
sinðxtÞ þ f2t

sinðxtÞ
xt

� �
� f1

a2t2

2

� �
2ð1� cosðxtÞÞ
ðxtÞ2

" #
; ð25bÞ
where we have defined x2 ” a1a2.
We use the above solution as a template for a new integration scheme in which the forcing terms (e.g., f1, f2)

are not constants in time, but correspond to nonlinear advection terms, which we treat with an Adams–Bash-
forth scheme:
N̂ � 3

2
d~v� ~xð ÞN

h i
� 1

2
d~v� ~xð ÞN�1

h i
; ð26aÞ

M̂ � 3

2
� d

~v � r~h
� �

N

� �
� 1

2
� d

~v � r~h
� �

N�1

� �
. ð26bÞ
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The velocity and potential temperature are updated via:
v̂Nþ1
4

x ¼ cosðxCDtÞv̂N
x þ Dtq1ðxCDtÞ½ð2Xþ rÞv̂N

y þ N̂x� þ
1

2
Dt2q2ðxCDtÞð2Xþ rÞ N̂y � iðk0y þ rtk0xÞĥN

h i
;

ð27aÞ

v̂Nþ1
4

y ¼ cosðxCDtÞv̂N
y þ Dtq1ðxCDtÞ ð�2XÞv̂N

x þ N̂y

h i
þ 1

2
Dt2q2ðxCDtÞð�2XÞ N̂x � ik0xĥ

N
h i

; ð27bÞ

v̂Nþ1
4

z ¼ cosðxBDtÞv̂N
z þ Dtq1ðxBDtÞ ðg=�hÞĥN þ N̂z

h i
þ 1

2
Dt2q2ðxBDtÞðg=�hÞ M̂

h i
; ð27cÞ

ĥNþ1
2 ¼ cosðxBDtÞĥN þ Dtq1ðxBDtÞ ð�d�h=dzÞv̂N

z þ M̂
h i

þ 1

2
Dt2q2ðxBDtÞð�d�h=dzÞ N̂z � oĥN=oz

h i
; ð27dÞ
where the functions q1 and q2 are defined as:
q1ðsÞ ¼ sinðsÞ=s; ð28aÞ
q2ðsÞ ¼ 2½1� cosðsÞ�=s2. ð28bÞ
The time differencing error for one step scales as Dt3. For xC/BDt� 1, q1 and q2 can be replaced with unity
without changing how the error scales with the size of the step.

3.3.2. Step 1: Advection – explicit treatment of Coriolis and buoyancy forces with gravity-wave damping

As an internal gravity wave propagates from a high density region into a low density region, its amplitude
increases so as to conserve energy flux. If the density contrast is large, velocity and thermodynamic fluctua-
tions can become sufficiently large so as to invalidate the anelastic approximation and/or violate the CFL con-
dition. We have developed a strategy to control gravity waves that is akin to ‘‘negative feedback’’ in circuit
theory. Mathematically, the origin of the buoyant oscillations is the fact that the time derivative of the vertical
velocity depends linearly on the potential temperature, and vice versa. Physically, a hot parcel of fluid rises
into less dense material, expands and cools; it then sinks, compresses, and heats-up, and the cycle continues.
To damp these oscillations, we add a term proportional to the time derivative of the potential temperature to
the vertical velocity equation, and vice versa. This introduces a term that is proportional to �~vz into the equa-
tion for the vertical velocity, and a term that is proportional to �~h into the equation for the potential temper-
ature. In the following integration scheme, we add the Coriolis and buoyancy terms to the nonlinear advection
terms and treat them all with an Adams–Bashforth scheme:
N̂ � 3

2
d~v� ~xð ÞN � 2Xẑ� v̂N þ rv̂N

y x̂þ ĥN

�h
gẑ

" #
� 1

2
d~v� ~xð ÞN�1 � 2Xẑ� v̂N�1 þ rv̂N�1

y x̂þ ĥN�1

�h
gẑ

" #
;

ð29aÞ

M̂ � 3

2
� d

~v � r~h
� �

N � d�h
dz

� �
v̂N

z

� �
� 1

2
� d

~v � r~h
� �

N�1 � d�h
dz

� �
v̂N�1

z

� �
. ð29bÞ
The velocity and potential temperature are updated via:
v̂Nþ1
4 ¼ v̂N þ Dt Nþ ẑbðzÞ g

�hxB

� �
M

� �
; ð30aÞ

ĥNþ1
2 ¼ ĥN þ Dt M� bðzÞ

�hxB

g

� �
Nz �

oĥN

oz

 !" #
. ð30bÞ
The function b(z) determines the range of z at which the damping operates; b(z) = 0 for most of the domain,
but will be nonzero and small in the low density regions.

We note that one could damp buoyant oscillations just by adding a term proportional to �~vz (instead of
o~h=ot) to the vertical velocity equation, and/or a term proportional to �~h (instead of �o~vz=ot) to the potential
temperature equation. However, the advantage of adding time derivatives is that as the flow approaches a
steady-state, the damping naturally turns off. We will explore the effects of this gravity-wave damping mech-
anism in Section 4.3.
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3.3.3. Step 2: Hyperviscosity

Unlike finite-difference codes which have a ‘‘grid viscosity’’ associated with the spatial differencing, spec-
tral codes have no inherent grid dissipation. Energy will cascade down (via nonlinear interactions) to the
smallest resolved scales (highest wavenumbers) where it will accumulate and eventually cause large trunca-
tion and aliasing errors. To control this, artificial viscosity or some other kind of low-pass filtering is applied
to dissipate the energy at the smallest scales [13,10]. This method is related to ‘‘large-eddy’’ simulations in
which the large scale motions are fully resolved, whereas the small scale flow is treated with a sub-grid scale
turbulence model.

For the two horizontal Fourier directions, we apply a hyperviscosity of the form: mhyp
? ð�1Þpþ1r̂2p

? , where mhyp
?

is a hyperviscosity coefficient, and p is an integer between 1 and 6. This is simple to implement because the
hyperviscosity operator is an exact eigenoperator of the Fourier basis functions:
ð�1Þpþ1r̂2p
? expðikxxþ ikyyÞ ¼ �ðk2

x þ k2
yÞ

p expðikxxþ ikyyÞ. ð31Þ
The vertical direction is not resolved with a Fourier basis and is not periodic. Applying a real diffusion oper-
ator to the vertical direction is problematic because the second derivative operator (or its powers) is not an
eigenoperator of the Chebyshev polynomial or rational Chebyshev function bases. Furthermore, a real diffu-
sion operator would raise the order of the differential equations and require additional unphysical vertical
boundary conditions and/or create spurious boundary layers. Boyd [10] advocates replacing the second deriv-
ative operator with an eigenoperator of the basis functions. For example, for the Chebyshev polynomial basis
(where we assume Lz = 1):
d2

dz2
!

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2
p d

dz

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2
p d

dz

� �
; ð32aÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� z2
p d

dz

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2
p d

dz

� �
T nðzÞ ¼ �n2T nðzÞ. ð32bÞ
Likewise, there is a similar replacement for the eigenoperator of the rational Chebyshev function basis. Be-
cause the eigenoperators are singular at the boundaries, no additional unphysical boundary conditions are
needed and no spurious boundary layers are created.

In practice, we apply hyperviscosity every timestep:
fhyp � exp½�Dtðmhyp
? k2p

? þ mhyp
z k2p

z Þ�; ð33aÞ
v̂Nþ2

4 ¼ v̂Nþ1
4 � fhyp; ð33bÞ

ĥNþ1 ¼ ĥNþ1
2 � fhyp; ð33cÞ
where k2
? � k02x þ ðk0y þ rtk0xÞ

2, kz ” pn/Lz, and n is the order of the Chebyshev polynomial or rational Cheby-
shev function. The hyperviscosity coefficients are initially set to values such that the highest resolved Fourier
or Chebyshev number has an e-folding time equal to one timestep. They can be dynamically adjusted every
few hundred timesteps so that the energy spectrum does not curl-up at the highest wavenumbers.

3.3.4. Step 3: Poisson-like equation for pressure/enthalpy

Subtraction of the enthalpy gradient is done with a semi-implicit Crank–Nicholson (globally second-order
in time) algorithm:
v̂Nþ3
4 ¼ v̂Nþ2

4 � 1

2
Dt$̂N ĥN ; ð34aÞ

v̂Nþ1 ¼ v̂Nþ3
4 � 1

2
Dt$̂Nþ1ĥNþ1; ð34bÞ
where $̂N � ½ik0x; iðk0y þ rtN k0xÞ; o=oz�. Step (34a), the explicit step, uses the current enthalpy, whereas step (34b),
the implicit step, uses the future enthalpy. We require that the final velocity satisfy the anelastic constraint,
which yields a Poisson-like equation for the final enthalpy:
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$̂Nþ1 þ d ln �q
dz

� �
ẑ

� �
� v̂Nþ1 ¼ 0; ð35aÞ

o
2

oz2
þ d ln �q

dz

� �
o

oz
� ðkNþ1

? Þ
2

� �
ĥNþ1 ¼ 2

Dt
$̂Nþ1 þ d ln �q

dz

� �
ẑ

� �
� v̂Nþ3

4; ð35bÞ
where ðkNþ1
? Þ

2 � k02x þ ðk0y þ rtNþ1k0xÞ
2.

If the vertical domain is finite (i.e., Chebyshev polynomial basis), then explicit boundary conditions will be
needed to solve this Poisson-like equation. We require that the vertical velocity vanish at the walls. Imposing
this on the z-component of (34b) yields:
v̂Nþ1
z

		
z¼�Lz

¼ 0; ð36aÞ

oĥ
oz

Nþ1
					
z¼�Lz

¼ 2

Dt
v̂Nþ3

4
z

					
z¼�Lz

. ð36bÞ
If the vertical domain is infinite (i.e., rational Chebyshev function basis), then no explicit boundary conditions
are needed to invert the Poisson-like equation because the vertical basis functions individually satisfy the
boundary conditions (i.e., Galerkin method with natural boundary conditions): dCn(z)/dz! 0 and Sn(z)!
0 as z! ±1.

The Poisson-like equation is singular for the case of k0x ¼ k0y ¼ 0. The anelastic condition for this mode
implies that there can be no net vertical momentum across any horizontal plane:
v̂Nþ1
z;00 ¼ 0; ð37aÞ
oĥNþ1

00

oz
¼ 2

Dt
v̂

Nþ3
4

z;00 . ð37bÞ
The integration constant for ĥN+1 is determined by the condition that the total mass in the domain is
conserved.

One can write the Poisson-like equation (35b) in matrix form: Mĥ ¼ ĝ, where M is a matrix containing the
Laplacian-like differential operator, ĥ is a column vector of vertical spectral coefficients for the enthalpy, and ĝ

is a column vector of vertical spectral coefficients for the right-hand side of (35b). When needed, the last two
rows of the matrix M are overwritten with the boundary condition data (36b), at the expense that the diver-
gence condition will not be satisfied for the two highest vertical spectral modes. This is usually an exponen-
tially small error, but if it is undesirable, one can use the tau-method with Greens functions to correct the
divergence at the two highest spectral modes (see Appendix B; [29]).

The speed and efficiency in inverting the Poisson-like equation depends on the functional form of the
stratification term d ln �q=dz. If the stratification term is particularly simple (e.g., zero for no stratification,
a constant for constant stratification, or proportional to height z as in a protoplanetary disk), then one
can use Chebyshev or rational Chebyshev recursion relations; the matrices will be banded and conse-
quently quick to invert. In particular, for the finite domain with the Chebyshev polynomial basis, the
matrix equation can be rewritten as: Aĥ ¼ Bĝ, where A and B are pentadiagonal matrices (see Appendix
A, [13,23]). If the stratification term is an odd function of z, then the even and odd Chebyshev modes
decouple, reducing the pentadiagonal matrix equation to two tridiagonal matrix equations for the even
and odd Chebyshev modes. For the infinite domain with rational Chebyshev function basis, the matrix
M is nonadiagonal (see Appendix C). If the stratification term is an odd function of z, then the even
and odd rational Chebyshev modes decouple, reducing the nonadiagonal matrix equation to two penta-
diagonal matrix equations for the even and odd rational Chebyshev modes. On the other hand, if the
stratification term is a more complicated function of height, then the terms multiplied by the stratification
term will have to be computed in physical space on a grid of collocation points, and then transformed
back to function space. The matrices in the Poisson-like equation will consequently be full and slower
to invert.
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4. Numerical tests

4.1. Parallelization and timing analysis

We have developed our simulation for use on parallel supercomputers such as the Blue Horizon (decom-
missioned in April 2004) and DataStar supercomputers at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. The Data-
Star has 176 nodes of 8 processors (CPU speed of 1.5 GHz and peak performance of 6.0 GFlops). Each node
shares 16 GB of memory.

Different horizontal Fourier modes interact only through the nonlinear advection terms, whereas the ver-
tical spectral modes (Chebyshev polynomials or rational Chebyshev functions) are fully coupled at every stage
of the computation. This motivated us to divide the computational domain only along the horizontal direc-
tions. Each processor works with a small subset of horizontal data, but all of the corresponding vertical data:
in physical space, the jth processor would contain data for: xj

1 6 x < xj
2, yj

1 6 y < yj
2, �Lz 6 z 6 + Lz; in wave-

number space, a given processor would contain data for: kj
x;1 6 kx < kj

x;2, kj
y;1 6 ky < kj

y;2, 0 6 n 6 Nz. The only
time different processors communicate with each other is when a horizontal FFT needs to be computed. There
are generally two common strategies for this: one could use a FFT that works across processors, or one could
transpose the data so that a given direction is not split across processors. For example, if one wanted to com-
pute a FFT along the x direction, one would swap the data so that each processor had a subset of the y and z

data, but all of the corresponding x data. We have implemented this second strategy with an efficient transpose
algorithm developed by Alan Wray at NASA-Ames/Stanford Center for Turbulence Research (Wray, per-
sonal communication).

Fig. 4 shows the results of timing tests for a version of the code that used the Chebyshev polynomial basis.
The tests were done on the Blue Horizon and analyzed with the Vampir parallel trace tool. For reference, we
note that the DataStar runs approximately two times faster than the Blue Horizon. We present the average
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Fig. 4. Average wall-clock or real time to compute one timestep using 16, 32, 64, and 128 processors on the IBM Blue Horizon at the San
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times faster than the Blue Horizon.
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wall-clock or real time to compute one timestep for 643, 1283, and 2563 domains on 16, 32, 64, and 128 pro-
cessors. We fit power laws (T / N�p

proc) to the timing data and determined how the times for different steps in
the algorithm scale with number of processors (ideal performance is p � 1). As expected, the advection step is
the most time-intensive step in the algorithm: 80–90% of the time is spent in this stage alone due to the large
number of FFTs required to compute the nonlinear terms. The computation time (‘Adv comp’) scales well
with the number of processors, whereas the communication time (‘Adv MPI’) has a much flatter scaling.

4.2. 2D elliptical vortex in a shearing flow

To validate the shearing box algorithm, we simulate a 2D elliptical vortex in a shearing flow. Moore and
Saffman [36] analytically determined the steady state solution for a 2D elliptical vortex of uniform vorticity ~xz

embedded in a uniform shear of strength r, and showed that the aspect ratio of the vortex, v ” Kx/Ky, where
Kx and Ky are the major and minor axes of the ellipse, was determined by the ratio of the vorticity to the shear:
–

–

1

1

1

E
ne

rg
y

Fig. 5.
with 2
oscilla
shorter
with th
hyperv
~xz

r
¼ vþ 1

v� 1

� �
1

v
; ð38Þ
which is valid for vortices that rotate in the same sense as the shear. As one would expect, stronger vortices are
more round and compact, whereas weaker vortices are more elongated. Kida [25] showed that if such a vortex
was perturbed, its major axis would oscillate about the x-axis, and its aspect ratio would oscillate about its
mean value (area remaining constant). These motions would be damped via the occasional shedding of thin
filaments of vorticity which would eventually be dissipated by viscosity.

Fig. 5 shows the kinetic, shear, and total energies as a function of time for the evolution of a 2D elliptical
vortex. The parameters for these runs were: (Lx,Ly) = (4, 2), (Nx,Ny) = (256, 128), X = 1, r = �1.5, trm = 4/3,
Dt = trm/100, (Kx,Ky) = (1, 0.25), ~xzð0Þ ¼ �0:625. The initial vortex was surrounded with a weak halo of
oppositely-oriented vorticity so that there was no net circulation around the vortex (C �

R
A ~xz dx dy ¼ 0).

The Kida oscillations are readily apparent in the energy plots as the larger amplitude, longer period oscilla-
tions (�8 re-map periods). As expected, increasing the hyperviscosity resulted in the damping of these oscil-
lations; the final state is a steady-state vortex whose major axis is aligned with the x-axis and whose aspect
ratio and area are constant.
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p = 12. The larger amplitude, longer period (�8 re-map periods) oscillations are associated with the major axis of the vortex
ting about the x-axis and with the aspect ratio oscillating around its mean value, as described by Kida [25]. The lower-amplitude,

period oscillations (exactly equal to the re-map period) are due to interactions with the periodic image vortices, which are realigned
e primary vortex every re-map period. The Kida oscillations are damped via the shedding of thin filaments which are dissipated by
iscosity.
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Fig. 6. Fractional error in final kinetic energy after one re-map period versus timestep size for explicit and semi-analytic treatments of the
Coriolis force. Both methods are second-order accurate, but the error is an order of magnitude smaller for the semi-analytic method.
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Superposed on the Kida oscillations is another low amplitude, short period oscillation, which is most
clearly seen in the plots of total energy. This period is exactly the re-map period and is due to interactions
of the vortex with its periodic images, which are realigned with the primary vortex every re-map period
(see Fig. 2). The amplitude of these oscillations decreases with domain size.

In Fig. 6, we plot the fractional error in kinetic energy after one re-map period as a function of timestep size
for the explicit and semi-analytic treatments of the Coriolis (modified by shear) terms. We fit power-laws and
confirmed that both schemes are globally second-order accurate in time. The semi-analytic treatment, how-
ever, has an error that is an order of magnitude smaller than the explicit scheme. This is, perhaps, not surpris-
ing. If we were to re-write the algorithms as Taylor series expansions around a particular time t0, the neglected
terms are of order Dt3. However, the scaling with timestep is not the whole story. Although both algorithms
drop terms of the same order, the semi-analytic treatment naturally captures the oscillatory behavior of the
Coriolis and buoyancy forces, so that apparently, the magnitudes of the neglected terms are smaller.

4.3. Linear eigenmodes in a stratified protoplanetary disk

To test the vertical dimension of the code, we investigate the behavior of linear eigenmodes (i.e., internal
gravity waves) in a stratified background. The background shear makes it difficult to compute eigenmodes
because the linearized equations depend explicitly on r yo/ox in the original coordinates, or explicitly on rtikx

in the shearing coordinates. If we restrict the following analysis to the case of o/ox = ikx = 0, then the process
of finding eigenmodes is straightforward. We look for eigenmodes of the form q̂ðzÞ expðikyy � ixtÞ, where q

represents any variable. The real part of the eigenvalue is related to the phase speed of the wave,
c ¼ REðxÞ=ky , whereas the imaginary part c ¼ IMðxÞ corresponds to wave growth (if positive) or damping
(if negative). The linearized equations are:
� ixv̂x ¼ ð2Xþ rÞv̂y ; ð39aÞ
� ixv̂y ¼ �2Xv̂x � ikyĥ; ð39bÞ
� ixv̂z ¼ �dĥ=dzþ ðĥ=�hÞg � bxBv̂z; ð39cÞ
� ixĥ ¼ �ðd�h=dzÞv̂z � bxB½ĥ� ð�h=gÞdĥ=dz�; ð39dÞ
0 ¼ iky v̂y þ dv̂z=dzþ ðd ln �q=dzÞv̂z; ð39eÞ
where we have included the damping terms described in Section 3.3.2. If the damping terms are neglected, then
this system of equations can be simplified to the second-order eigenvalue problem for the vertical velocity
fluctuation:
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v̂z; ð40Þ
where we have defined the second-order linear differential operator:
Lf � d

dz
df
dz
þ d ln �q

dz

� �
f

� �
. ð41Þ
If the eigenvalue problem is solved on the finite domain with the Chebyshev polynomial basis, then boundary
conditions must be imposed: v̂zðz ¼ �LzÞ ¼ 0. On the infinite domain with the rational Chebyshev function
basis, boundary conditions are naturally satisfied by the basis functions (i.e., Galerkin method).

In order to proceed, we need to specify the background state. Here, we choose conditions relevant to a pro-
toplanetary disk of gas and dust in orbit around a newly-formed protostar [8,7]. The velocity profile of the gas
is very nearly Keplerian: V KðrÞ � rXKðrÞ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GMH=r

p
, where G is the gravitational constant, Mw is the mass

of the protostar, and r is the cylindrical radius to the protostar. The horizontal shear rate of this base flow is:
rK ” r(oXK/o r) = �(3/2)XK. Keplerian shear is anticyclonic (as indicated by the negative sign), and is com-
parable in magnitude to the rotation rate itself. We do not simulate the entire disk; rather, we simulate the
hydrodynamics only within a small patch (Dr� r0,D/� 2p) that co-rotates with the gas at some fiducial
radius r0 with angular velocity X0 ” X(r0). We map this patch of the disk onto a Cartesian grid: r � r0! y,
r0(/ � /0)!�x, z! z, vr! vy, v/!�vx, and vz! vz. In this rotating patch, the velocity profile of the
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gas is very nearly a linear shear flow with r0 ” rK(r0) = �(3/2)X0. The Coriolis frequency (modified by the
shear) is xC = X0.

The vertical component of the protostellar gravity in this patch of the disk is very nearly gzðzÞ � X2
0z. We

assume that the background is constant temperature T ¼ T 0, which yields a hydrostatic density profile that is
Gaussian:
Table
Effect

bmax

0
10�4

10�3

10�2

10�1

1

An eig
the mi

Fig. 8.
near th
strong
�qðzÞ ¼ q0 expð�z2=2H 2
0Þ; H 2

0 � RT 0=X
2
0; ð42aÞ

HqðzÞ � jðd ln �q=dzÞ�1j ¼ H 2
0=jzj. ð42bÞ
The Brunt–Väisälä frequency is:
xBðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R=Cp

q
X0jzj=H 0. ð43Þ
The disk can be divided into two regimes: a nearly unstratified midplane (xB < X0, |z|/H0 [ 1.6) and a strongly
stratified atmosphere above and below the midplane (xB > X0, |z|/H0 J 1.6).

Fig. 7 shows the vertical velocity component of the undamped (b = 0) eigenmodes for kyH0 = p. The eigen-
values are purely real. There are two kinds of eigenmodes: those confined to the weakly stratified midplane of
1
of damping on linear eigenmodes

x = 0.8597 x = 1.229

0.8597 1.229
0.8597 � i3.446 · 10�11 1.229 � i1.601 · 10�5

0.8597 � i3.956 · 10�10 1.229 � i1.601 · 10�4

0.8597 � i3.975 · 10�9 1.229 � i1.601 · 10�3

0.8597 � i3.946 · 10�8 1.231 � i1.600 · 10�2

0.8597 � i3.945 · 10�7 1.302 � i1.148 · 10�1

enmode that is localized near the midplane (e.g., x = 0.8597X0) is weakly damped, whereas an eigenmode that is localized far from
dplane (e.g., x = 1.229X0) is strongly damped. Damping rate is linearly proportional to bmax.
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the disk with frequencies x < X0, and those confined to the strongly stratified regions near the boundaries with
frequencies x > X0. The latter class of eigenmodes do not exist when the domain is infinite (rather, there is a
continuous spectrum of waves whose velocity amplitudes are formally unbounded as |z|!1).

To investigate the effect of damping on these eigenmodes, we need to specify a profile for b(z), for example:
Fig. 9.
z = 0 o
column
vortici
bðzÞ ¼ bmaxf1þ 0:5 tanh½aðz� zcÞ=H 0� � 0:5 tanh½aðzþ zcÞ=H 0�g; ð44Þ
which is nearly zero for most of the domain, but rises sharply at |z| � zc to its maximum value bmax; the param-
eter a sets how steep the rise is. In the calculations presented here, we take a = 4 and zc = 3H0. Table 1 and
Fig. 8 show the effect of varying bmax on the two kinds of eigenmodes. Those eigenmodes that are localized
around the midplane are only weakly damped, whereas the eigenmodes that are localized in the strongly strat-
ified regions near the boundary are strongly damped.

In fully nonlinear 3D calculations, this damping is necessary for numerical stability. As internal gravity
waves propagate from a high density regions into low density regions, their amplitudes increase so as to con-
serve energy flux, causing velocity and thermodynamic fluctuations that can become sufficiently large so as to
invalidate the anelastic approximation and/or violate the CFL condition.
The merger of two 3D vortices in the midplane of a protoplanetary disk. In the first column, we show x–y slices in the midplane
f the z-component of vorticity. Blue corresponds to anticyclonic vorticity, red corresponds to cyclonic vorticity. In the second
, we present isovorticity surfaces for the z-component of vorticity in blue, and vortex lines (lines that are everywhere tangent to the

ty vector) in red. Units of time: sorb ” 2p/X0 = 1 yr.
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4.4. Merger of two 3D vortices in a protoplanetary disk

As a preview of potential applications, we present the simulation of a merger of two 3D vortices in the mid-
plane of a stratified protoplanetary disk. A more complete discussion of simulations of vortices in protoplan-
etary disks can be found in [7,8]. We use the 2D vortex solution of Moore and Saffman [36], and Kida [25] to
initialize an elliptical vortex in the midplane at z = 0. The vorticity is extended off the midplane according to a
Gaussian profile:
Fig. 10
Coriol
analyt
~xzðzÞ ¼ ~xzð0Þe�z2=2H2
0 . ð45Þ
We initialize the temperature so that the buoyancy force exactly balances the vertical pressure force:
eT ¼ T 0

X2
0z

oð~p=�qÞ
oz

. ð46Þ
Of course, only under very special circumstances would this procedure just so happen to also exactly balance
the temperature equation. In general, oeT =ot 6¼ 0 initially, leading to an immediate evolution of the tempera-
ture. Vertical motions will then be generated by the temperature changes through the buoyancy force, and
these vertical velocities will then couple the horizontal motions at different heights. We allow such a 3D vortex
to evolve and relax to a quasi-equilibrium. We then use that vortex as a template to construct an initial con-
dition with two vortices destined to merge.

Fig. 9 shows an example of a merger. The parameters for this run were: (Lx,Ly,Lz) = (8, 4,8), (Nx,Ny,Nz) =
(128,64,128), H0 = 1, X = 1, r = �1.5, trm = 4/3, (Kx,Ky) = (1,0.25), ~xzð0Þ ¼ �0:625. Hyperviscosity with
order 2p = 8 was used to damp the smallest scales. The first column shows x–y slices in the midplane z = 0 of
the z-component of vorticity. Blue corresponds to anticyclonic vorticity, red corresponds to cyclonic vorticity.
The second column shows isovorticity surfaces for the z component of vorticity, in blue, and vortex lines (lines
that are everywhere tangent to the vorticity vector) in red. The vorticity field is divergence-free (since it is the curl
of another vector field). Thus, like magnetic field lines, vortex lines cannot begin or end in free space, they must
either end on a boundary, extend to infinity, form closed loops, or form unending open curves.

In Fig. 10, we show the fractional error in the kinetic energy after one re-map time as a function of timestep
size, for 3D simulations of merging vortices. As was the case in Fig. 6 for 2D simulations, both the explicit and
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semi-analytic algorithms are globally second-order accurate, but the semi-analytic treatment has an error
almost and order of magnitude smaller.
5. Conclusion

We have developed a three-dimensional (3D) spectral hydrodynamic code to study vortex dynamics in rap-
idly rotating, intensely sheared, and strongly stratified systems. The code integrates a number of specially
tailored algorithms to handle the numerical challenges associated with shear and stratification. We use the
anelastic approximation to filter sound waves and shocks. The horizontal coordinates are transformed to a
set of shearing coordinates that advect with the background shear flow, and a Fourier–Fourier basis in these
shearing coordinates is used for spectral expansions in the two horizontal directions. For the vertical direction,
two different sets of basis functions have been implemented: (1) Chebyshev polynomials on a truncated, finite
domain, and (2) rational Chebyshev functions on an infinite domain. The nonlinear advection terms are time
integrated explicitly, whereas the enthalpy gradient is integrated semi-implicitly. The Coriolis and buoyancy
terms can be treated either explicitly or semi-analytically. We show that gravity waves can also be damped
by adding new terms to the Euler equations. The code is parallelized with the message passing interface
(MPI), and we get excellent parallel performance on the IBM Blue Horizon and Datastar supercomputers
at the San Diego Supercomputer Center.

Although we believe this code can be applied to a wide set of problems in astrophysical and geophysical
fluid dynamics, we would like to point out a number of limitations. First, the anelastic approximation limits
its validity to flows that are subsonic. Fully compressible equations can, in principle, be treated with modifi-
cations to the time integration algorithms; special care will be needed to handle any shocks that may develop.
Second, if the fluctuations on the background shear become so large as to significantly alter the shear profile
itself, the shearing coordinates and re-mapping algorithms may perform poorly (e.g., large aliasing errors). In
these cases, the shearing sheet formalism should be discarded in favor of global simulations that allow for both
the background flow and fluctuations to evolve in time.

A future version of the code will include the effects of magnetic fields. This will involve the induction equa-
tion for the evolution of the magnetic field and the addition of the Lorentz force to the equation for momen-
tum balance:
o

ot
� ry

o

ox

� �
~v ¼ � � � þ 1

4p�q
ð$� BÞ � B; ð47aÞ

o

ot
� ry

o

ox

� �
B ¼ �rByx̂þ $� ð~v� BÞ. ð47bÞ
The divergence-free condition $ Æ B = 0 can be enforced by defining the magnetic field in terms of a poloidal–
toroidal decomposition:
B � $� ðwẑÞ þ $� $� ðvẑÞ; ð48Þ
where w is the toroidal scalar field and v is the poloidal scalar field [15].
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Appendix A. Solving the Poisson-like equation for the enthalpy with Chebyshev polynomial basis (‘‘tau method’’)

For the case where the stratification is a linear function of height z, the Poisson-like equation for the
enthalpy (35) can be written in the form:
Mf ðzÞ � d2

dz2
� cz

d

dz
� k

� �
f ðzÞ ¼ gðzÞ; ðA:1aÞ

df
dz

				
z¼�1

¼ v�; ðA:1bÞ
where we have chosen dimensions so that the boundaries are located at z = ±1. There will be one such equa-
tion for each pair of horizontal wavenumbers fk0x; k0yg. We expand f(z) and g(z) in Chebyshev polynomial
series:
f ðzÞ ¼
XN

n¼0

f̂ nT nðzÞ and gðzÞ ¼
XN

n¼0

ĝnT nðzÞ. ðA:2Þ
One can then use Chebyshev recursion relations to write the above Poisson-like equation in matrix form:
Mf̂ ¼ ĝ; ðA:3aÞXN

n¼1

ð�1Þnn2f̂ n ¼ v�; ðA:3bÞ
where M is a (N + 1) · (N + 1) matrix for the second-order linear differential operator M, and f̂ and ĝ are
column vectors of N + 1 Chebyshev spectral coefficients. There are two problems with this formulation: the
matrix M is singular and the system is overspecified. We have N + 1 undetermined spectral coefficients, but
N + 3 constraints (N + 1 equations +2 boundary conditions). The tau method fixes both problems simulta-
neously by discarding the equations for the two highest Chebyshev modes and replacing them with the bound-
ary conditions, resulting in the differential equation not being satisfied for those same two highest modes. The
matrix M is upper triangular (except for the last two rows which now contain boundary conditions) and fast to
invert, but unfortunately is not diagonally dominant. The largest elements occur down the last column, and
inverting it in its current form will have large round-off errors. Gottlieb and Orszag [23], and Canuto et al. [13]
show how to rewrite the Poisson-like matrix equation in the form:
Af̂ ¼ Bĝ; ðA:4Þ

where A and B are diagonally dominant, pentadiagonal matrices. Gottlieb and Orszag [23], and Canuto et al.
[13] give the recursion relations for the case c = 0. Here, we present the recursion relation for the more general
case:
cn�2f̂ n�2 þ cnf̂ n þ cnþ2f̂ nþ2 ¼ dn�2ĝn�2 þ dnĝn þ dnþ2ĝnþ2; for 2 6 n 6 N ; ðA:5Þ

where we have defined:
cn�2 � �
an�2kþ ðn� 2Þc

4nðn� 1Þ ; dn�2 �
an�2

4nðn� 1Þ ;

cn � 1þ bnþ2ðk� cÞ � ð1� bnþ2Þcðnþ 1Þ
2ðn2 � 1Þ ; dn � �

bnþ2

2ðn2 � 1Þ ;

cnþ2 � �
bnþ4k� bnþ2ð2� bnþ4Þcðnþ 2Þ

4nðnþ 1Þ ; dnþ2 �
bnþ4

4nðnþ 1Þ ;

ðA:6Þ
and
an �
2 for n ¼ 0;

1 for n 6¼ 0;



and bn �

1 for n 6 N ;

0 for n > N :



ðA:7Þ
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The boundary conditions can be rewritten as:
XN

n¼2
n even

n2f̂ n ¼
vþ þ v�

2
and

XN

n¼1
n odd

n2f̂ n ¼
vþ � v�

2
. ðA:8Þ
Note that the even and odd Chebyshev polynomials are decoupled in the matrix equation and in the boundary
conditions, so one could in fact write the pentadiagonal system as two sets of tridiagonal systems for the even
and odd modes.
Appendix B. Greens functions method to correct divergence condition for two highest Chebyshev modes

In Appendix A, we presented a method to solve the Poisson-like equation for the enthalpy in a Chebyshev
polynomial basis, subject to the constraint that the vertical velocity vanish at the two boundaries at z = ±1.
The last two rows of the Poisson-like matrix equation were overwritten with boundary condition data, result-
ing in the anelastic divergence condition not being satisfied for the two highest Chebyshev modes. Here, we
present a method to correct the divergence condition at the two highest modes using Greens functions [29],
at the expense that equation for the evolution of the vertical momentum will not be satisfied at those same
two highest modes.

To make the presentation more clear, we will first define a number of operators:
D � ðd=dzÞ; ðB:1aÞ
DA � ðd=dzÞ þ ðd ln �q=dzÞ; ðB:1bÞ
$̂Nþ1 � ik0xx̂þ iðk0y þ rtNþ1k0xÞŷþ Dẑ; ðB:1cÞ
$̂Nþ1

A � ik0xx̂þ iðk0y þ rtNþ1k0xÞŷþ DAẑ; ðB:1dÞ
DNþ1

A � $̂Nþ1
A � $̂Nþ1. ðB:1eÞ
In the fourth fractional step (34b), we subtract the implicit half of the enthalpy gradient as before, but we also
add two additional functions, each consisting of exactly one Chebyshev mode:
v̂Nþ1 ¼ v̂Nþ3
4 � $̂Nþ1P̂Nþ1 þ ẑðsNþ1

1 T M�1 þ sNþ1
2 T MÞ; ðB:2Þ
where we have defined P̂ � ðDt=2Þĥ, and where s1 and s2 are scalars (as usual, we suppress the subscripts for
wavenumber dependence). To find the enthalpy at the N + 1 step, we impose the anelastic constraint
$̂A � v̂Nþ1 ¼ 0, which yields:
DNþ1
A P̂Nþ1 ¼ $̂Nþ1

A � v̂Nþ3
4 þ sNþ1

1 DAT M�1 þ sNþ1
2 DAT M ; ðB:3aÞ

DP̂Nþ1ðz ¼ �1Þ ¼ v̂Nþ3
4

z ðz ¼ �1Þ þ sNþ1
1 T M�1ð�1Þ þ sNþ1

2 T Mð�1Þ. ðB:3bÞ
We can break this up into three separate Poisson-like equations:
P̂Nþ1 ¼ P̂Nþ1
0 þ sNþ1

1 CNþ1
1 þ sNþ1

2 CNþ1
2 ; ðB:4Þ
where C1 and C2 are Greens functions, and where:
DNþ1
A P̂Nþ1

0 ¼ $̂Nþ1
A � v̂Nþ3

4; ðB:5aÞ
DP̂Nþ1

0 ðz ¼ �1Þ ¼ v̂Nþ3
4

z ðz ¼ �1Þ; ðB:5bÞ
DNþ1

A CNþ1
1 ¼ DAT M�1; ðB:5cÞ

DCNþ1
1 ðz ¼ �1Þ ¼ T M�1ð�1Þ; ðB:5dÞ

DNþ1
A CNþ1

2 ¼ DAT M ; ðB:5eÞ
DCNþ1

2 ðz ¼ �1Þ ¼ T Mð�1Þ. ðB:5fÞ
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Each of these three Poisson-like equations can be solved via the tau method as in Appendix A. By con-
struction, $̂Nþ1

A � v̂Nþ1 equals zero for all Chebyshev modes except the two highest; for those modes, the val-
ues of the anelastic divergence are functions of sNþ1

1 and sNþ1
2 . We use these two degrees of freedom to

impose that the anelastic divergence equal zero at the two highest modes as well, which yields the 2 · 2
matrix equation:
a11 a12

a21 a22

� �
sNþ1

1

sNþ1
2

 !
¼

b1

b2

� �
; ðB:6Þ
where we have defined:
a11 � ½DNþ1
A CNþ1

1 � DAT M�1�jn¼M�1; ðB:7aÞ
a12 � ½DNþ1

A CNþ1
2 � DAT M �jn¼M�1; ðB:7bÞ

a21 � ½DNþ1
A CNþ1

1 � DAT M�1�jn¼M ; ðB:7cÞ
a22 � ½DNþ1

A CNþ1
2 � DAT M �jn¼M ; ðB:7dÞ

b1 � ½$̂Nþ1
A � v̂Nþ3

4 � DNþ1
A P̂Nþ1

0 �jn¼M�1; ðB:7eÞ
b2 � ½$̂Nþ1

A � v̂Nþ3
4 � DNþ1

A P̂Nþ1
0 �jn¼M ; ðB:7fÞ
where the notation q̂jn¼M represents the Mth Chebyshev mode of function q̂. Note that if M is even, then CNþ1
1

is an even polynomial, CNþ1
2 is an odd polynomial; if M is odd, then CNþ1

1 is odd and CNþ1
2 is even. Using these

symmetries, one can show that a11 = a22 = 0, and sNþ1
1 ¼ b2=a21, sNþ1

2 ¼ b1=a12.
This method effectively triples the computational time for the enthalpy step (three Poisson-like solves

instead of one per timestep). However, the enthalpy step is still only of order 10% of the total computational
time, as the FFTs in the nonlinear advection dominate the computation. We also note that if we were not
working in Lagrangian coordinates (which introduced explicit time dependence into the gradient operators),
then the Greens functions C1 and C2 (two for each set of Fourier wavenumbers) would be independent of time,
and would only have to be computed once in a pre-processing step, and stored.
Appendix C. Recursion relations for rational Chebyshev functions

Here we present some useful recursion relations for the rational Chebyshev functions. We define:
f ðzÞ ¼
XN

n¼0

f̂ C
n CnðzÞ or f ðzÞ ¼

XN

n¼0

f̂ S
nSnðzÞ;

gðzÞ ¼
XN

n¼0

ĝC
n CnðzÞ or gðzÞ ¼

XN

n¼0

ĝS
nSnðzÞ.

ðC:1Þ
The first derivative operator converts a Cn(z) series into a Sn(z) series, and vice versa. The recursion relations
have the same form for either case, except for the lowest two modes. Let g = df/dz, then:
ĝS=C
n ¼ ½�ðn� 2Þf̂ C=S

n�2 þ 2nf̂ C=S
n � ðnþ 2Þf̂ C=S

nþ2�=ð4LzÞ; for n P 2;

ĝS
0 ¼ 0; ĝS

1 ¼ ð3f̂ C
1 � 3f̂ C

3 Þ=ð4LzÞ; OR

ĝC
0 ¼ f̂ S

2=ð2LzÞ; ĝC
1 ¼ ð�f̂ S

1 þ 3f̂ S
3Þ=ð4LzÞ.

ðC:2Þ
The second derivative operator preserves the kind of expansion; that is, the second derivative of a Cn(z) series
is another Cn(z) series, and the second derivative of a Sn(z) series is another Sn(z) series. The recursion relations
for the second derivative operator have the same form for either case, except for the lowest four modes. Let
g = d2f/dz2, then:
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ð16L2
z ÞĝC=S

n ¼ �ðn� 4Þðn� 2Þf̂ C=S
n�4 þ 4ðn� 2Þðn� 1Þf̂ C=S

n�2 � 6n2f̂ C=S
n

þ 4ðnþ 2Þðnþ 1Þf̂ C=S
nþ2 � ðnþ 4Þðnþ 2Þf̂ C=S

nþ4 for n P 4;

ĝC
0 ¼ ½8f̂ C

2 � 8f̂ C
4 �=ð16L2

z Þ;
ĝC

1 ¼ ½�6f̂ C
1 þ 21f̂ C

3 � 15f̂ C
5 �=ð16L2

z Þ;
ĝC

2 ¼ ½�24f̂ C
2 þ 48f̂ C

4 � 24f̂ C
6 �=ð16L2

z Þ;
ĝC

3 ¼ ½9f̂ C
1 � 54f̂ C

3 þ 80f̂ C
5 � 35f̂ C

7 �=ð16L2
z Þ; OR

ĝS
0 ¼ 0;

ĝS
1 ¼ ½�6f̂ S

1 þ 27f̂ S
3 � 15f̂ S

5 �=ð16L2
z Þ;

ĝS
2 ¼ ½�24f̂ S

2 þ 48f̂ S
4 � 24f̂ S

6 �=ð16L2
z Þ;

ĝS
3 ¼ ½7f̂ S

1 � 54f̂ S
3 þ 80f̂ S

5 � 35f̂ S
7 �=ð16L2

z Þ.

ðC:3Þ
Like the second derivative operator, the z(d/dz) operator preserves the kind of expansion. Let g = z(df/dz),
then:
ĝC=S
n ¼ ½�ðn� 2Þf̂ C=S

n�2 þ ðnþ 2Þf̂ C=S
nþ2�=4 for n P 2;

ĝC
0 ¼ f̂ C

2 =2; ĝC
1 ¼ ½f̂ C

1 þ 3f̂ C
3 �=4; OR

ĝS
0 ¼ 0; ĝS

1 ¼ ½�f̂ S
1 þ 3f̂ S

3 �=4.

ðC:4Þ
One last important operation is multiplication by z. A simple recursion relation exists only for multiplication
by z on a Sn(z) series, which turns it into a Cs(z) series. Let g(z) = zf(z), then:
ĝC
n ¼

PN
k¼2

k even

f̂ S
k for n ¼ 0;

f̂ S
n þ 2

PN
k¼n

k even

f̂ S
k for n even,

f̂ S
n þ 2

PN
k¼n

k odd

f̂ S
k for n odd:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ðC:5Þ
In practice, the recursion relations for z(d/dz) and d2/dz2 are unnecessary, as matrices for these operations can
be built up from the first derivative matrices and the multiplication by z matrix.
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